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Living by purity 
Rashi usually starts his commentaries on the book 
of Bamidbar with the connection between the 
current and proceeding parsha. For example in 
Bahalotcha he tells us 
Why is the portion dealing with the menorah 
juxtaposed to the portion dealing with the 
chieftains? For when Aaron saw the dedication 
[offerings] of the chieftains, he felt distressed over 
not joining them in this dedication-neither he nor his 
tribe. So God said to him, “By your life, yours is 
greater than theirs, for you will light and prepare 
the lamps.”1.  

In the introduction to Shelach he tells us that the 

spies hadn’t learnt their lesson 

Why is the section dealing with the spies juxtaposed 

with the section dealing with Miriam? Because she 

was punished over matters of slander, for speaking 

against her brother, and these wicked people 

witnessed [it], but did not learn their lesson.2.  

And in Korach Rashi connects the rebellion with the 
laws of Tzitzit that come before it 
They began laughing at him [saying], "Is it possible 
that a cloak of another [colored] material, one 
string of blue wool exempts it [from the obligation 
of techeleth], and this one, which is made entirely of 
blue wool, should not exempt itself?3 . 

In our parsha Rashi is silent and doesn’t show us any 
connection . Let us look for the link between Korach 
and the laws of the red heifer. 
Reading the text 
Our Parsha marks the beginning of the second half 
of Bamidbar, dealing with the fortieth year in the 
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desert. The first half dealt with the second year – 
from Iyar till the sin of the spies in Av, the second 
part starts with Nissan of the fortieth year with the 
death of Miriam, the complaints about water, the 
sin of Moshe, the death of Aaron and the wars 
before entering Israel . The laws of the Para Aduma, 
the red heifer, seem out of place . In truth they 
were given to us before matan torah. 
In Mara we were given some laws, Shabbat, Para 
Aduma and monetary laws4 
Also – without the para aduma it was impossible to 
enter the Mishkan. The place of our parsha needs 
explaining. 
The parsha talks about purification after contact 
with death. Rashi will explain later the connection 
of this law to the death of Miriam, but still we have 
to answer why is the parsha here, after Korach? 
There are thirty eight missing years between the 
two halves of Bamidbar, The Torah, it would seem, 
doesn’t explain what happened in them, and 
instead places our Parsha as a break. 
After the sin of the spies God gives us a harsh 
punishment All the males aged between twenty 
and sixty will die in the next forty years, the midrash 
tells us how every Tisha Beav the people would dig 
and sleep in graves, in the morning fifteen thousand 
wouldn’t wake up5.. Forty times fifteen thousand is 
six hundred thousand, the number of men between 
the ages.  For forty years the main theme in the 
desert was death, the people were a giant chevra 
kadisha. This was because of the sin of Lashon Hara 
against Eretz Yisrael. 
If we make a calculation we will notice that the sin 
of the spies was in the second year after the Exodus, 
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and there were only thirty nine years of fifteen 
thousand dying – leaving fifteen thousand short of 
six hundred thousand.The missing number is 
hidden in Parshat Korach 

ה  פ ָ֔ ִתי֙ם ַבַמגֵּ ְה֗יּו ַהמֵּ ע מֵּ ַוִיִּֽ ֶלף ּוְשַבַ֣ ר ֶאֶ֖ ָׂ֛ ש  ה ע  ָ֥ ע  ֑אֹות ַאְרב 
ַרח6 ים ַעל ְדַבר ק ִּֽ ִתֶ֖ ד ַהמֵּ  ִמְלַבָ֥

The number of dead in the plague was fourteen 
thousand, seven hundred, besides those who died 
because of the matter of Korah.  
Add on to this the 250 people who offered up 
incense – we reach 600,000. This isn’t a "vort", it 
shows how everything in the desert is connected to 
righting the sin of the slaves  
To die from taking , to live by giving 
The common denominator of the sins in the desert 
is Lashon Hara. Lashon Hara derives from a wish 
only to take not to give. , this wish comes from our 
ego.  
Our Rabbis teach us :  

More than the giver helps the pauper , the pauper 

helps the giver7. 

The Maharal, in Netivot Olam explains that the 
pauper receives from the giver, and the giver 
receives afterwards from God8. When the pauper 
turns someone into being a giver, he gives him life. 
Our folklaw talks of the Kinneret having sweet 
waters as it receives from its tributaries and gives 
to the Jordan, the Dead sea, on the other hand only 
receives… After the laws of the para aduma the 
Torah talks about the death of Aaron and Miriam. 
The people complained about them over the forty 
years but when they pass away, the people discover 
that their whole life was giving. With Miriam's 
death the spring disappears, with Aaron's , the 
clouds of glory . When we understand what giving 
does, we can purify ourselves from death 
Life after death  
The Rambam tells us that there were nine red 
heifers until the destruction of the second temple, 
and the tenth will be revealed with Mashiach.9. 
Death comes when there is ego. Ego causes 
arguments and impurity. If we see the infinite inside 
us and in the "other" we will not disagree or 
slander, we will live and not die.  
This is what happens in the forty years that the 
Torah doesn’t tell us about – moving from an 
atmosphere of death to an atmosphere of purity by 
giving 
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